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Part I 
The EUSO concept: exploring the UHE Universe 
from space 

Heritage of the ESA EUSO study 

2001- 2004 



JEM-EUSO Science objectives  

• Astrophysics and Physics from E>5.×1019eV focusing at 
E∼1020 eV (and above): 

o  Main Science Objectives: 
•  iden%fica%on	  of	  UHE	  sources	  	  
• measurement	  of	  the	  energy	  spectra	  of	  individual	  sources	  
• measurement	  of	  the	  trans-‐GZK	  spectrum	  

o  Exploratory objectives:  
•  discovery	  of	  UHE	  Gamma-‐rays	  
•  	  discovery	  of	  UHE	  neutrinos	  
•  study	  of	  the	  galac%c	  and	  local	  extragalac%c	  magne%c	  field	  
•  “Top-‐Down”	  scenario	  

• Atmospheric Science 
• Nightglow	  
•  the	  transient	  luminous	  events	  (TLE)	  
• meteors	  and	  meteoroids	  

A. Olinto ID 735 

G. Vankova ID0899 

M. Frias ID1283 

K. Kudela ID0914  

IDs refers to ICRC IDs 

E. Iwotschkin ID0585 



“Take home” message:   

Physics and Astrophysics at E>5.×1019 eV 
But also… Explore new physics in the energy range 
E≈1020-1021eV 

Highest statistics and therefore largest exposures at 
extreme energies  

E ≈1020−21eV
Lower Energies are important for overlapping with 
current generation observatories with significant 
statistics… E < 5×1019eV



Technique: fluorescence from space 

J. Linsley Y. Takahashi 
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Figure 1: Left: Illustration of UHECR observation principle in the JEM-EUSO mission.
For the telescope at H0 ∼ 400 km altitude, the main signals are fluorescence photons along
the EAS track and Cherenkov photons diffusely reflected from the Earth’s surface. Right:
Components of the photons at the detector pupil for standard EAS with E = 1020eV and
θ = 60◦ as simulated by ESAF (see Section 5).

resolution of 0.074◦. The FS detector converts the photons into electric pulses104

with ∼2 ns width, which are counted by the electronics in Gate Time Unit105

(GTU) of 2.5 µs. A typical night-glow background of 500 photons m−2 sr−1
106

ns−1, as reported later in the text, corresponds to ∼ 1.1 photoelectrons GTU−1
107

per pixel.108

The orbit of the ISS has an inclination 51.6◦ and H0 can range between 278109

km and 460 km according to the operational limits [24]. The sub-satellite speed110

of ISS and the orbital period are ∼ 7 km s−1 and ∼ 90 min, respectively. Apart111

from effects by orbital decay and operational boost-up, the ISS motion can be112

approximated as a circular motion. Among these elements, H0 is variable on113

long-time scale. In the present work, we assumed H0 = 400 km as a reference114

and constant value.115

The observation area of the Earth’s surface is essentially determined by the116

projection of the FoV seen by the PDMs aligned on FS. The FoV of the optics is117

estimated by means of ray trace simulations [17, 25]. The area where incoming118

photons are effectively focused is within the region observed by the outer most119

PDMs.120

Figure 2 shows the FoV of the entire optics (solid curves) and those of PDMs121

(dashed curves) for the case when the ISS is located above the central Italy at122

H0 = 400 km. The background in the figure represents the annual average123

intensity of light pollution measured by DMSP satellite (see the next section for124
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EAS tracks 
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Figure 5: Image of EASs with E = 1020 eV and zenith angles of a) θ = 30◦, b) θ = 60◦

and c) θ = 75◦. The matrix of pixels (little squares filled with time-integrated photoelectron
contents), MAPMT (bold squares) and PDMs (black squares) are shown as well. The subpanel
shows the projected EAS tracks on the observation area of the JEM-EUSO telescope.

comparison. The sub-panel shows the projected EAS track on the observation459

area of the JEM-EUSO telescope. Apart from the EAS incident from nearly460

zenith, tracks are long enough and, therefore, such reduction of signals due to461

void of the FS detectors only little affects the trigger efficiency.462

Figure 6 shows the arrival time distribution of photons to the telescope pupil463

from the same EASs shown in Figure 5. Shaded histogram denotes the case of464

θ = 60◦ and those with solid and dashed lines are for the cases of θ = 75◦ and465

θ = 30◦, respectively.466

First of all, up to zenith angles θ ∼60◦ the EAS is fully contained on a PDM-467

size equivalent-FoV and it reaches two PDMs for more inclined ones (such as468

θ ∼75◦). This is the reason of designing a trigger architecture based on a PDM469

scale. The typical FoV of a PDM for H0 = 400 km is about 30 km side (1000470

km2). This means that the entire FS can be considered as the sum of 137 quasi-471

independent sub-detectors corresponding to PDMs. This is important for the472

considerations done on the role of clouds and city light. It should be mentioned473

here that when a the trigger is issued on a PDM, the data of the nearby PDMs474

are also retrieved. Another key element is that the more inclined EASs will give475

higher signals either at EAS maximum or as a total integrated light. This can476

be used to extend the energy range of measurement to lower energies by simple477

geometrical cuts. Moreover, inclined showers will allow to perform a really fully478

calorimetric measurement of the EAS because the entire profile will be visible.479

This is not the case of ground-based detectors which operate typically up to 60◦480

and the EAS is naturally truncated at ground in many cases.481

In conclusion, the three main players which define the trigger efficiency482

for a specific night-glow background level and atmospheric case are the op-483

tics throughput (most relevant), the zenith angle of the EAS (a factor of 2–3484
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Two advantages: 1. Monitored Area  

Ageo
Nadir ≈1.3×105  km2

€ 

≈ few ×1012  tons

Adams et al. , Astr. Part. Phys. 2013 



Tilted mode (40°) 

Ageo
Tilted ≈1.×106  km2[@40°]



2. ISS Orbità Full sky Coverage… 

http://www.nlsa.com/ 

Inclination:  51.6° 
Height:    ~400km 

JEM-EUSO can observe the 
arrival direction of EECR very 
uniformly owing to the nature of 
the ISS orbit. 

4π  coverage



2. ISS Orbità Full sky Coverage… 

http://www.nlsa.com/ 

Inclination:  51.6° 
Height:    ~400km 

JEM-EUSO can observe the 
arrival direction of EECR very 
uniformly owing to the nature of 
the ISS orbit. 

… and uniform exposure 

4π  coverage



Part II 
The JEM-EUSO (or better the EUSO-) program 



The JEM-EUSO program (1)  

•  Long Term: two mission profiles are being actively studied. The 
driving idea is to open the field of the observation from space of UHE 
particles at the dawn of the new decade, taking advantage of the ISS  

 
-  JEM-EUSO (configuration with DRAGON, launch in 2020?) 

-  K-EUSO mission (Phase A passed, to be delivered to ROSCOSMOS in 
2019) 



The JEM-EUSO program (2)  

•  Long Term: two mission profiles are being actively studied à to 
open the field of the observation from space of UHE particles at the 
dawn of the new decade, taking advantage of the ISS  

 
-  JEM-EUSO (configuration with DRAGON, launch in 2020?) 

-  K-EUSO mission (Phase A passed, to be delivered to ROSCOSMOS in 
2019) 

•  Near Term (or in operation):  a series of scientific-technological 
steps à 1) optimize our understanding of the observational 
technique, and 2) develop engineering models that could later 
reduce the mission development schedule 

-  EUSO Balloons (First flight completed, New flights In preparation)  

-  MINI-EUSO (on the ISS, approved by ROSCOSMOS and ASI)  
-  EUSO-TA (On-ground, operating)  

 



JEM-EUSO with DRAGON 
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Figure 1: Arrival time distribution of photons (top panel) from
a typical air shower of E0 = 1020 eV and Θ = 60◦. Time-
integrated signals on the FS detector is shown (bottom) for dif-
ferent atmospheric conditions [17]. See text for detail.

Figure 2: Dragon trunk captured by
RMS of the ISS (top panel). Artist’s
view of the JEM-EUSO accommodation
in Dragon (bottom).

observatory may also detect the reflection of Cherenkov photons from bodies of land or water as
well as clouds. These reflected signals, referred to as ‘Cherenkov footprint,’ can provide a valuable
piece of information on the trajectory and timing of the air shower.

For air showers of a given energy, intrinsic observable properties are predominantly deter-
mined by the zenith angle. For large zenith angles, the signals incident on the detector are more
intense, have a longer length of the projected track and have a longer duration. These effects all
contribute to increase the efficiency of the event trigger as well as subsequent event reconstruction.

While the space-based observation technique has been investigated, the design of the JEM-
EUSO telescope must be modified to utilize the Dragon option. Preliminary studies have been
completed using the physical dimensions of the Dragon trunk [11]. These constraints limit the
dimensions of the telescope, but in general several advantages are expected in comparison to the
H-II Transfer Vehicle (HTV) option.

Figure 2 shows the Dragon spacecraft captured by the remote manipulator arm (RMS) of the
ISS in the top panel. An artist’s view of the JEM-EUSO accommodated in Dragon is illustrated in
the bottom [11].

The payload capacity of Dragon is 6000 kg and is shared between pressurised and unpressurised
cargos. The unpressurised cargo volume in the trunk is 14 m3. The trunk is cylindrical with tapered
and straight sections. The diameter of the trunk is 297 cm. The maximum length of the payload
volume in the trunk is 221 cm. The avionics tray on the second stage of the Falcon 9 extends up
into the centre of the trunk that reduces the length of the payload volume to 178 cm. This is an
annular region 46 cm deep lying between the avionics tray and the inner surface of the second
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Figure 1: Arrival time distribution of photons (top panel) from
a typical air shower of E0 = 1020 eV and Θ = 60◦. Time-
integrated signals on the FS detector is shown (bottom) for dif-
ferent atmospheric conditions [17]. See text for detail.

Figure 2: Dragon trunk captured by
RMS of the ISS (top panel). Artist’s
view of the JEM-EUSO accommodation
in Dragon (bottom).

observatory may also detect the reflection of Cherenkov photons from bodies of land or water as
well as clouds. These reflected signals, referred to as ‘Cherenkov footprint,’ can provide a valuable
piece of information on the trajectory and timing of the air shower.

For air showers of a given energy, intrinsic observable properties are predominantly deter-
mined by the zenith angle. For large zenith angles, the signals incident on the detector are more
intense, have a longer length of the projected track and have a longer duration. These effects all
contribute to increase the efficiency of the event trigger as well as subsequent event reconstruction.

While the space-based observation technique has been investigated, the design of the JEM-
EUSO telescope must be modified to utilize the Dragon option. Preliminary studies have been
completed using the physical dimensions of the Dragon trunk [11]. These constraints limit the
dimensions of the telescope, but in general several advantages are expected in comparison to the
H-II Transfer Vehicle (HTV) option.

Figure 2 shows the Dragon spacecraft captured by the remote manipulator arm (RMS) of the
ISS in the top panel. An artist’s view of the JEM-EUSO accommodated in Dragon is illustrated in
the bottom [11].

The payload capacity of Dragon is 6000 kg and is shared between pressurised and unpressurised
cargos. The unpressurised cargo volume in the trunk is 14 m3. The trunk is cylindrical with tapered
and straight sections. The diameter of the trunk is 297 cm. The maximum length of the payload
volume in the trunk is 221 cm. The avionics tray on the second stage of the Falcon 9 extends up
into the centre of the trunk that reduces the length of the payload volume to 178 cm. This is an
annular region 46 cm deep lying between the avionics tray and the inner surface of the second
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Space-X Dragon spacecraft captured by 
the remote manipulator arm of the ISS. 

The Dragon’s unpressurized module (the Trunk).  

JEM-EUSO 
accommodated in the 
trunk in the stowed 
configuration. A number 
of design changes have 
been introduced.  

Credit NASA 

Stowed(



The Instrument with Dragon  

Optics: three Fresnel lenses, front, middle and 
rear. The middle lens is finely manufactured to 
cancel chromatic aberration (PMMA+CYTOP). 

Deployment mechanism: To bring the 
telescope from the stowed to the deployed 
configuration   

Deployed(

Focal Surface: consisting of detectors PDM 
and of the associated electronics (Two levels 
trigger, CPU, HK…)  

Atmospheric monitoring: Infrared Camera 
and LIDAR 

FoV=±30° 
 



Major design change 
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2.5mφ

Figure 3: Alignment of 137 PDMs on the focal sur-
face. See text for detail.

Figure 4: Illustrative image in nominal FOV seen
from Caltanissetta, Sicily at 400 km altitude. See
text for detail.

stage extension. To accommodate JEM-EUSO in the Dragon trunk several modifications to the
JEM-EUSO design is investigated (see Reference [12] further details).

Figure 3 shows the alignment of 137 PDMs on the FS structure assumed in the present work.
The solid line indicates the minimal area that is needed for PDMs allocation on the FS. The dashed
circle represents the projection of the front lens entrance aperture and is 2.5 m diameter. Note that
the geometry of the FS is approximately spherical and the inclination of PDM front surfaces vary
up to ∼ 22◦.

Figure 4 illustrates nominal FOV of JEM-EUSO when the ISS is flying above Caltanissetta at
H0 = 400 km. The image of terrestial light on Sicily, area is ca. 26,000 km 2, as seen by the FS
detector was generated using DMSP data [13].

In the original design for the HTV option, the JEM-EUSO telescope is attached to the HTV’s
Exposed Pallet at the entrance aperture of the telescope. Flying on Dragon makes it possible to
attach JEM-EUSO inside the trunk by the FS structure. This should result in a design for JEM-
EUSO that saves weight. In the HTV design it is necessary to trim the sides of the lenses and the
FS to fit in the HTV payload volume. As the Dragon trunk has a nearly circular cross section,
the lenses and FS in JEM-EUSO can be round; potentially improving the aperture of the optics
compared to the HTV option. By accommodating the same number of PDMs on the FS, a similar
observation area Sobs [km2] ∼ 1.4×105 · (H0/400 [km])2 is achieved for nadir observation.

3. Exposure for arrival direction distribution analysis

For scientific objectives, the observed air shower events should be selected wtih criteria to
maximise statistics and insure the quality of event reconstructions. The former is the key point
of great importance that should be pursued with space-based UHECR observations. The latter is

4

Angular Resolution of JEM-EUSO Thomas Mernik

Figure 1: The Dragon spacecraft of SpaceX at the ISS (left) and the unpressurized part of the craft’s
payload bay (right) [7, and references therein].

In general, payloads transferred with the Dragon are delivered by using the flight releasable
attachment mechanism (FRAM). However, since the mass of JEM-EUSO exceeds the capacity of
the FRAM, a custom made solution is proposed [7]. The design changes briefly described above
lead to a significant reduction of payload mass. At the same time, some design changes are expected
to have an impact on the expected performance of the telescope. This refers to changes in the optics
as well as in the electronics (Tab. 1). For the new focal surface, we have rearranged some of the

JEM-EUSO
JEM-HTV JEM-Dragon

Lens dimensions 2650 ⇥ 1900 mm 2500 mm circular
Lens area 4.4 m2 4.9 m2

Pixel-angle-map accordingly accordingly
Focal surface diameter 2650 ⇥ 1900 mm 2200 mm circular shape
Lens thickness 10 mm 7 mm

Table 1: Key parameter of JEM-HTV and JEM-Dragon simulations [8].

outermost PDMs (Fig. 2).

2. The Dragon Studies

2.1 Signal Behaviour

To assess whether or not the expected angular reconstruction quality reflects any of the instru-
ment’s design changes we have to consider the optical components in detail. First of all, the circular
FOV is expected to have a more homogeneous throughput efficiency than the side-cut counterpart.
To verify this behaviour, we have placed many thousand air showers (Energy = 1020, Q = 60�)
as standard candles inside the FOV of the telescope. From each of the showers we compare the
number of photons arriving at the entrance pupil of the telescope, reaching the focal surface and

3

•  137 PDMs 
•  Pixels: ≈3×105 

•  Pixel size <3 mm 
•  Spherical Geometry 

Photo Detector Module 

MAPMT Hamamatsu 
R11265-M64 

Engineering model of the 
PDM 
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2.5mφ

Figure 3: Alignment of 137 PDMs on the focal sur-
face. See text for detail.

Figure 4: Illustrative image in nominal FOV seen
from Caltanissetta, Sicily at 400 km altitude. See
text for detail.

stage extension. To accommodate JEM-EUSO in the Dragon trunk several modifications to the
JEM-EUSO design is investigated (see Reference [12] further details).

Figure 3 shows the alignment of 137 PDMs on the FS structure assumed in the present work.
The solid line indicates the minimal area that is needed for PDMs allocation on the FS. The dashed
circle represents the projection of the front lens entrance aperture and is 2.5 m diameter. Note that
the geometry of the FS is approximately spherical and the inclination of PDM front surfaces vary
up to ∼ 22◦.

Figure 4 illustrates nominal FOV of JEM-EUSO when the ISS is flying above Caltanissetta at
H0 = 400 km. The image of terrestial light on Sicily, area is ca. 26,000 km 2, as seen by the FS
detector was generated using DMSP data [13].

In the original design for the HTV option, the JEM-EUSO telescope is attached to the HTV’s
Exposed Pallet at the entrance aperture of the telescope. Flying on Dragon makes it possible to
attach JEM-EUSO inside the trunk by the FS structure. This should result in a design for JEM-
EUSO that saves weight. In the HTV design it is necessary to trim the sides of the lenses and the
FS to fit in the HTV payload volume. As the Dragon trunk has a nearly circular cross section,
the lenses and FS in JEM-EUSO can be round; potentially improving the aperture of the optics
compared to the HTV option. By accommodating the same number of PDMs on the FS, a similar
observation area Sobs [km2] ∼ 1.4×105 · (H0/400 [km])2 is achieved for nadir observation.

3. Exposure for arrival direction distribution analysis

For scientific objectives, the observed air shower events should be selected wtih criteria to
maximise statistics and insure the quality of event reconstructions. The former is the key point
of great importance that should be pursued with space-based UHECR observations. The latter is
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JEM-EUSO with Dragon (Performance) 
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Figure 5: Probability of trigger as a
function of core locations for UHECRs with
E0 > 5 × 1019 [eV]. See text for details.
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Figure 6: Expected annual exposure for different criteria
as a function of energy. Referential ±20%-uncertainty in
SNR and Ã are indicated. See text for detail.

less pronounced compared to the ground-based observatories, even though proper selections are
needed to achieve the scientific object. In the present section, we discuss the expected exposure
for the different event selection criteria. To compare with other experiments, ‘annual exposure’ is
used, which gives the average growth of exposure for each year of operation. To estimate it, we first
evaluate the instantaneous aperture asel for given criteria by generating a large amount of simulated
air showers. The trigger algorithms at two sequential levels are then applied to this data [18, 19].

In Figure 5, the trigger probability as a function of core location within the FOV is shown by
colour scale for incident UHECRs with E0 > 5× 1019 eV. The coordinate of the core locations is
given by each axis. Fluxes of UHECRs observed by the Pierre Auger Observatory [20] are assumed
to weight each simulated event. Dashed lines indicate the boundary of the nominal FOV viewed
for the outer most MAPMTs.

All the data from the FS detector for triggered events are then analysed. Among simulated air
showers with energy E0 in the area Ssim ≫ Sobs and solid angle acceptance Ωsim = π [sr], for any
arrival direction withΘ= 0◦ to 90◦, the selection probability Psel is evaluated; asel(E0) ≡ SsimΩsim ·
Psel(E0). In the present work, the reference a(E0) is calculated under a constant background level.
The dominant background source is airglow, while moonlight, can also contribute via reflection
from Earth’s atmosphere or surface. Recent EUSO-Balloon measurements have shown a positive
correlation between the background intensity and cloud presence [21].

These factors may be empirically scaled by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with respect to the
reference a(E0). Approximately, the SNR is linearly increased by the overall efficiency of photon
detection and is reduced by square root of background level [15]. The former is applicable to using
different FS detectors such as SiPM. The latter includes the effect of clouds which is preliminarily
assumed by model [14]. The effect of moonlight and the fraction of areas with intense local light
( floc = 10 %) have been studied [15]. Including these factor one can estimate the exposure for
given selection criteria as follows:

Ã(E0) =
! Topr

0
asel(SNR ·E0) dt · (1− floc). (3.1)

5

Expected annual exposure for different 
criteria (from Moonless to duty cycle η～25%) 

AAnn.Exp. = (5− 9)×10
4 linsley

This corresponds to (6-10) times what 
attainable by the Pierre Auger 
Observatory 

T. Mernik ID0577, K. Shinozaki ID0682, A. Guzmán ID0570, F. Fenu ID0611 

Details on the duty cycle and cloud coverage in  
Adams et al., 2013 and Shinozaki ID0682  
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Figure 5: Probability of trigger as a
function of core locations for UHECRs with
E0 > 5 × 1019 [eV]. See text for details.
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less pronounced compared to the ground-based observatories, even though proper selections are
needed to achieve the scientific object. In the present section, we discuss the expected exposure
for the different event selection criteria. To compare with other experiments, ‘annual exposure’ is
used, which gives the average growth of exposure for each year of operation. To estimate it, we first
evaluate the instantaneous aperture asel for given criteria by generating a large amount of simulated
air showers. The trigger algorithms at two sequential levels are then applied to this data [18, 19].

In Figure 5, the trigger probability as a function of core location within the FOV is shown by
colour scale for incident UHECRs with E0 > 5× 1019 eV. The coordinate of the core locations is
given by each axis. Fluxes of UHECRs observed by the Pierre Auger Observatory [20] are assumed
to weight each simulated event. Dashed lines indicate the boundary of the nominal FOV viewed
for the outer most MAPMTs.

All the data from the FS detector for triggered events are then analysed. Among simulated air
showers with energy E0 in the area Ssim ≫ Sobs and solid angle acceptance Ωsim = π [sr], for any
arrival direction withΘ= 0◦ to 90◦, the selection probability Psel is evaluated; asel(E0) ≡ SsimΩsim ·
Psel(E0). In the present work, the reference a(E0) is calculated under a constant background level.
The dominant background source is airglow, while moonlight, can also contribute via reflection
from Earth’s atmosphere or surface. Recent EUSO-Balloon measurements have shown a positive
correlation between the background intensity and cloud presence [21].

These factors may be empirically scaled by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with respect to the
reference a(E0). Approximately, the SNR is linearly increased by the overall efficiency of photon
detection and is reduced by square root of background level [15]. The former is applicable to using
different FS detectors such as SiPM. The latter includes the effect of clouds which is preliminarily
assumed by model [14]. The effect of moonlight and the fraction of areas with intense local light
( floc = 10 %) have been studied [15]. Including these factor one can estimate the exposure for
given selection criteria as follows:

Ã(E0) =
! Topr

0
asel(SNR ·E0) dt · (1− floc). (3.1)
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Expected annual exposure for different 
criteria (from Moonless to duty cycle η～25%) 

AAnn.Exp. = (5− 9)×10
4 linsley

This corresponds to (6-10) times what 
attainable by the Pierre Auger 
Observatory 
Angular Resolution of JEM-EUSO Thomas Mernik

Figure 5: The angular resolution of the JEM-Dragon instrument [9]. g denotes the angle between
the true and the reconstructed direction. g68 indicates the cumulative distribution.

single algorithms agree to a good extent in their angular determination and the errors are small.
(Fig. 6)

3. Conclusion and Outlook

The JEM-EUSO instrument in the circular JEM-Dragon version yields an improved and sat-
isfactory resolution compared to the JEM-HTV instrument (side-cut). It delivers at least the same
or better performance as the baseline instrument in the central part of its field of view. At the same
time it does not see those events (harder to reconstruct) occurring in the outer FOV parts of JEM-
HTV. This behaviour is not surprising since the new geometry of the field of view bears several
advantages. The distance of the air shower to the telescope can be regarded as the main factor
determining the angular resolution performance. The circular JEM-Dragon observes events which
on average occur closer to the detector compared to the JEM-HTV (Fig. 3). Hence, its significantly
higher reconstruction quality benefits in a threefold way.

At first, due to the purely geometrical factor the number of photons from a air shower dimin-
ishes by a factor of 1/distance2. Thus, the more distant a shower appears to the detector, the less
photons arrive at all to the telescope. Secondly, the optics throughput efficiency is higher for the

6

Angular resolution: it’s improved with 
respect to JEM-EUSO with HTV and 
meets the requirements. 

Details on the duty cycle and cloud coverage in  
Adams et al., 2013 and Shinozaki ID0682  

T. Mernik ID0577, K. Shinozaki ID0682, A. Guzmán ID0570, F. Fenu ID0611 



2014 development: KLYPVE-EUSO 

Improved version of the 
KLYPVE mission 
 
Hosted onboard the Mini 
Research Module-1 module of 
the ISS Russian segment 
 
The KLYPVE study is led by 
MSU and ROSCOSMOS 
 
The study passed the 
preliminary design stage (pre-
phase A study) 
 
Technical Requirements have 
been defined.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

KLYPVE study is led by MSU and ROSCOSMOS 

M. Pansyuk ID 1165, F. Kajino ID0836, N. Sakaki ID0647 



2014 development: KLYPVE-EUSO 

New design:  
 
Based on a reflector  
(3.4 m ∅) + Fresnel correcting 
diffracting lens (1.7 m ∅) 
 
The length is 4 m 
 
The Focal Surface concept is the 
JEM-EUSO’s one: 52 PDMs, 1.2 x105 
pixels 
 
The UV telescope is complemented by 
an IR-CAM and a Laser Unit (for the 
LIDAR mode) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FoV : ± 14˚ (Advanced version: ± 17˚)   



(ESAF) simulations on the exposure 

Signal is brighter than in EUSO, the Expected annual 
exposure is about 2 times PAO‘s one 



Part III 
From „paper & computer work“ to real signals:  
the technique/technological pathfinders  
 
 



 

•  Test the key technologies and 
techniques for JEM-EUSO  

•  Test the JEM-EUSO EM 

•  Measure the background UV 
levels 

•  Search for background events 
that  mimic air showers 

 
•  Detect the fluorescent signals 

of air showers from near space 
for the first time  

EUSO-Balloon 
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EUSO-Balloon: was launched on August, 24 2014 from Timmins, (Canada) 

launch  0:53 UT

Sudbury

Lake Huron

splashdown 8:59 UT

termination 8:20 UT

float  3:43 UT

Sault Ste. Marie

Timmins 

100 km

the ballon track (yellow) and helicopter path (red)EUSO Balloon first flight (led by CNES) 

P. Von Ballmoos ID0725 M. Frias ID1309, C. Moretto 
ID1016, C. Catalano ID0717 



EUSO-Balloon: was launched on August, 24 2014 from Timmins, (Canada) 

launch  0:53 UT

Sudbury

Lake Huron

splashdown 8:59 UT

termination 8:20 UT

float  3:43 UT

Sault Ste. Marie

Timmins 

100 km

the ballon track (yellow) and helicopter path (red)Artificial tracks! (supported by NASA) 

J. Eiser ID0860 



A typical detection  

M. Bertaina ID 0890, S. Mackovjak ID 1302, J. F. Soriano ID 1008 
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Super Pressure Balloon (SPB) 
Ultra Long Duration flight 
 
First observations of UHECRs 
from near space: 20 nights 

SPB Flight under NASA leadership (2017) 

Path of the successful 2015 flight by NASA, from Wanaka NZ 

L. Wiencke ID0816 
S. Bacholle ID0632 

EUSO-SPB Lawrence Wiencke

Figure 5: Left: The fraction of observable EASs relative the the number simulated for different photon
thresholds (see text). Right: The flux of EASs observable by EUSO-SPB. The integral of these curves yields
the expected event rate.

Photon Events/ Events/
Threshold hour dark period
200 0.42 50
300 0.18 21
400 0.09 11

Table 1: Expected Cosmic Ray Air Shower detection rates. Photon threshold is the number of photons
reaching the instrument optical enterance aperture in each of 5 consecutive 2.5µs timebins. The dark period
assumed is listed in table 2.

drift of the balloon will lead to slightly earlier moonrise and sunrise times. This reduction may be
offset by collecting additional data during low moon periods.

The expected data telemetry transfer rate from the balloon to the ground is 180 kbits/s using
two Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) data links. On nights with the longest dark
period (9 h), the data collected at an average event rate of 0.25 Hz could be downloaded over a 24
hour period. A separate Irridium satellite link will provide a low rate channel for sending simple
commands and queries to the instrument control computer.

At the start of the mission a UV LED and a pulsed 355 nm laser will be flown in an aircraft
under the balloon for several hours to provide a set of calibration flashes and tracks for the instru-
ment. The aircraft will fly below 10,000 ft so that the UV laser beam can be fired out an open
window. The intention is to perform these tests while there is still line of site communications to
the balloon so that data can be downloaded at a reasonably high rate.

5. Conclusion

EUSO-SPB is a proposed super pressure long duration balloon experiment to make the first
observation and measurement of cosmic ray extensive air showers by looking down from near
space with a fluorescence detector. The instrument is an updated version of the detector flown
successfully in 2014 that recorded the first (laser) tracks by looking down. For EUSO-SPB, the
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SPB-flight: Different Background 
conditions, transient atm. events 
 
Test of a SiPM based detection 
element (a subset of the PDM) 
 
A key development of the JEM-
EUSO program  

SPB Flight under NASA leadership (2017) 

Path of the successful 2015 flight by NASA, from Wanaka NZ 

AExp. ≈10
3km2sr

SiPM for JEM-EUSO Andreas Haungs

Figure 3: Left panel: Layout of the 64 pixel TSV-MPPC Array S12642-0808PB-50. The geometrical
dimension of four arrays fits with the former MAPMT-EC design [14]. Right: First prototype of a SiPM
based EC. Due the more compact structure of TSV-MPPCs there is new space for further electronics like
temperature measurements or an amplifier board.

4. SiPM for JEM-EUSO: a comprehensive R&D study

To reach the goal of providing an EC based on SiPM within the next 1 to 2 years following
main issues have to considered: (i) a large sensitive area with a high filling factor needs to be
provided to avoid dead space and the usage of light cones; (ii) present available SiPMs need an
improvement in its sensitivity to fluorescence light (UV-range around 300 nm); (iii) a fast readout
has to be developed (e.g., specific ASIC, digital SiPM, monolithic SiPM/ASIC readout); and (iv)
the characteristics of new generation SiPMs have to be determined and its calibration performed
(single photon efficiency). In more details, we are considering following work packages within
these studies.

Characteristics of different SiPMs As mentioned above there is a worldwide effort on develop-
ments of improved SiPM by various companies [15]. Available new devices needs to be tested and
its characteristics validated by detailed laboratory measurements. Many institutes, also member
institutes of the JEM-EUSO Collaboration have the equipment to perform such tests. Important
are the characterisation of SiPM regarding following parameters: (i) Dark current. In the advanced
design of JEM-EUSO, the environmental temperature of JEM-EUSO can be decreased till �15�C
±2�3�C, therefore, the noise rate caused by the dark current by SiPM should meanwhile be low
enough. (ii) Stability of gain. SiPM normally have around 3%/�C of temperature dependence of
the gain, however, we need to limit it till around -0.1%/�C, which is possible by using an adequate
thermistor as temperature compensation circuit. We will design the detection module so that the
temperature of SiPM inside is uniform and stable. (iii) Cross-talks. Improvements are given, but
this parameter has to be determined individually for the new devices.

Going for single photon calibration Important for the low light measurements in space are
the good single photon detection capability and the stability of the photon detection efficiency.
The intrinsic dark count rate of SiPMs is in the range of a few MHz at room temperature, and

5

A. Haungs ID0643 
M. Karus ID0661 



 located at Black Rock Mesa FD Station 
–  Electron Light Source at 100m 
–  Most nearby SD is at ~3.5 km 
–  Central Laser Facility ~21km 

Pathfinders: EUSO-TA 

TA	  FD	  
(Fluorescence	  

detector)	  	  

ELS:	  Electron	  
Light	  Source	  

TA-‐EUSO	  
loca?on	  

TA site, UTAH, Black Mesa 

EUSO-TA: Cross-
Calibration tests at the 
Telescope Array site in 
Utah in collaboration with 
the ICRR in Tokyo and the 
TA collaboration 
 
EUSO-TA is currently 
successfully operating 
taking a wealth of data 

M. Casolino ID 0854 



EUSO-TA results 
EUSO-TA M. Casolino1,15, Marco Ricci

Figure 5: Left: an average of ⇠ 250 shots of CLF laser; right: an average of ⇠ 150 inclined shots of the
Colorado School of Mines laser, located at 40 km from EUSO-TA (' 62mJ), the missing part due to a
non-functioning MAPMT in the center of the focal surface. The color scale on both pictures denotes the
uncalibrated detector counts.

6. Cosmic Ray events

The weather conditions during the May 2015 EUSO-TA campaign made it very difficult to
detect UHECR, due to the nearly constant presence of low cloud cover. However, the still ongoing
analysis has detected so far an event, seen in coincidence with TAFD. The proximity of the event –
around 2.5 km – makes it appear as a E ⇠ 1018 eV track going through the whole FOV on a single
GTU (one frame of 2.5 µs), as shown in fig. 6. Therefore, its parameters have to be derived from
TAFD which, thanks to larger FOV and higher time-resolution, could see the shower movement.

In future we hope to see also more energetic events further away from the detector, moving
on several consecutive GTUs through the field of view. However, such events are more sporadic,
requiring significantly longer observation time.

7. Next steps

In near future we will start the final procedure of cross-calibration with the TAFD telescope.
This requires assembly of the whole focal surface consisting of 36 MAPMTs, initial tests of the
detector response, and final tests under working conditions. Before the cross-calibration, we will
need to perform an auto-calibration and fine-tuning of the detector to ensure the consistency in
photoelectron counts between different parts of the focal surface. The next step will be to perform
measurements of the night sky background and star light in different parts of the field of view and
check consistency with models and calculated expectations. After completion of these tasks we
shall be able to acquire data simultaneously with the TA experiment and perform a meaningful
comparison.
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M. Casolino ID 0854 

Average of ∼ 150 inclined shots of the 
Colorado School of Mines laser, 40 km 
from EUSO-TA (≃ 62mJ). Actually tracks 
are seen up to from 100 km!  

A real cosmic ray: An UHECR event of low 
(∼1018 eV) energy traversing at ∼ 2.5 km 
distance from EUSO-TA visible as a track 
on a single GTU.  



Pathfinders: Mini-EUSO 

Based on a proposal approved by ASI- the Italian Space Agency  
 
Mini-EUSO is included, with the name  UV Atmosphere, into the Russian  
“Stage program of scientific and applied research and experiments” 
 
Flight is scheduled in 2017  

It will be hosted in the Zvezda Module of the ISS. UV transparent Nadir 
looking window.  

M. Ricci ID 0560 



Science and technological objectives 

a.1) UV emissions from night-Earth 
-  Background from different lightning conditions, moon phases 
-  Background from different inclinations 

a.2) Map of the Earth in UV 
a.3) Study of atmospheric phenomena 
a.4) Bioluminescence of Animal and vegetal 
a.5) Study of meteors and Search for Strange quark matter 
 
b.1)  Use of Fresnel lenses in space 
b.2) Optimization of characteristics and performances of EUSO 
b.3) Raise the technological readiness level of the Hardware 
and test SiPM 



Mini-EUSO (2) 

Mini-EUSO block scheme: a refractive optics based on 
two Fresnel lenses images UV light on 1 PDM (36 
MAPMTs). A SiPM module is an option.  



Conclusions 

•  The JEM-EUSO program is included in the roadmap of the UHE 
Community and the collaboration is expanding world-wide with 
new partners 

•  Prototypes and Models of the major elements (Lenses, PDM, DP 
Unit) have been produced and are being tested to increase the 
TRLs levels.  

•  The Pathfinders (EUSO-TA and EUSO-Balloon) are providing 
exciting technical and science data: we made the transition from 
“paper & Computer” work to prototyping and measurements.  

• Mission concepts are actively studied: from K-EUSO to JEM-
EUSO, but … why not a free-flyer in the context of the soon to 
come (2017) Medium-size calls in Europe (M5) and US (MIDEX)? 



Thank you. 
 
Contact: 
 
Andrea Santangelo 
Abteilung Hochenergieastrophysik 
Sand 1, 72076 Tübingen · Germany 
Phone: +49 7071 29-76128 
Andrea.Santangelo@uni-tuebingen.de 



Other peculiarities from space 

• Far and almost constant distance of the shower (no 
proximity effect)  

• Shower is contained in the FOV: observation of the entire 
profile  

• Possibility of observing in cloudy conditions (in most cases 
Xmax above the cloud-top)  

• Less contamination by Cherenkov 
• Efficient gamma/hadron separation using different 
geographical areas 

• Measurement of neutrino showers at high altitude with less 
LPM effect 

Telemetry constrains!!!à Be careful in comparing 
reduction from trigger to “reconstruction” efficiency  



New JEM-EUSO mission profile using Falcon-9 and 
Dragon à improvements 

Parameter Value 
Launch date  tentative 2020  

Mission Lifetime 3+… years 
Rocket (H2B à) Space X Falcon-9 

Transport Vehicle (HTV à) Dragon 
Accommodation on JEM EF #2 or EF #9 

Mass (1770 kg à) 1150 kg 
Power 926 W (op.) 352 W (non op.) 

Data rate 285 kbps (+ on board storage) 
(ISS) Orbit 400 km 

Inclination of the Orbit 51.6° 
Operation Temperature -10° to 50° 



The UV Telescope Parameters 

Parameter Value 
Field of View ±30° 

Monitored Area >1.3×105km2 

Telescope aperture ≥2.5 m 
Operational wavelength 290-430 nm 

Resolution in angle 0.075° 
Focal Plane Area 4.5 m2 

Pixel Size <3 mm 

Number of Pixels ≈3×105 

Pixel size on ground ≈560 m 
Time Resolution 2.5 µs 

Dead Time <3%   
Detection Efficiency ≥20% 



Energy resolution (HTV configuration)  

The sigma of the R distribution  

Events impacting in the 
central 
part of the field of view 
namely in the inner 
(+/-20,+/-20) km. The 
geometry has been 
reconstructed with 
the slant depth method 

F. Fenu et al., Exp. Astron. 2014  



The sigma of the R distribution  

Events impacting in the 
central part of the field of 
view namely in the inner 
(+/-20,+/-20) km. The 
geometry has been 
reconstructed with 
the Cherenkov Stamp 
method 

F. Fenu et al., Exp. Astron. 2014  



The sigma of the R distribution  

F. Fenu et al., Exp. Astron. 2014  

All events 



Falcon 9 

Dragon 



The JEM EUSO Collaboration (2015) 

 
•  Japan, Algeria, Korea, Mexico, Russia, USA 
 
•  Europe: Bulgaria, France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Romania, 
Slovakia, Spain, Switzerland, Sweden 

•  16 Countries, about 80 Institutions, more than 300 
researchers 

 
 

A growing interest of the UHECR community to explore the space-option 

It’s the research program of the JEM-EUSO collaboration 


